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Talk Overview

Introduction - Where S2S fits in the chain of forecasts, 
outlooks, and projections

Applications - S2S target predictands and experimental 
products

Next Steps - Wants, Knows, Possibilities, and Tradeoffs





The Tool Box - Pushing out from Weather Scales



The Tool Box - From the Climate Scale In



S2S Quantities, Methods, and Lead Times Investigated



CW3E S2S Process Pipeline



Example: CW3E Subseasonal Forecast Product



Example: CW3E Seasonal Forecast Product

Provided by: Sasha Gershunov and Tamara Shulgina



Next Steps - Collecting Wants, Knows, and 
Possibilities

FIRO is about extracting meaningful information from our knowledge of the dynamic 
evolution of the atmosphere/land/ocean/ice system and connecting it to decision points 
in water management

At the S2S time scale, we need to examine the decision points, information available, 
potential updating, and possible paths forward given different decision trees

This space offers great opportunity for collaboration between science and operation but 
requires some learning on both sides which takes time and commitment



Tradeoffs

Waiting for certainty versus the time needed for planning and implementation of the 
decision space

Indexes are helpful but don’t explain the physics; complimentary information may be 
needed

Guidance information helps define choice of decision space that ultimately avoids 
hazard and maximizes benefit;  This information may be different and have different 
levels of detail at different lead times



Summarizing Thoughts

S2S Forecast product development for water management is a fertile ground for 
collaborative research and development

The effort can be pursued from climate scales in and from weather scales out.  To 
the extent the two directions can offer different products for different purposes 
opens doors to different funding sources

Stay tuned - more to be done...



Questions?
Michael.L.Anderson@water.ca.gov

mdeflorio@ucsd.edu


